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Abstract- “We cannot prevent employees from leaving unless we have a plan for them to stay".  

One of the main concerns of all organizations is that their employees, especially the good ones, should not just step back, b

ut the company must start over, recruiting, developing and improving new skills. longest in the organization or process. St

ress, lack of trust and support, not enough room for satisfaction, no room for growth, unstable salary, etc. are the main re

asons people leave their jobs. This article aims to challenge the strategy that Indian IT companies seek to keep these beauti

ful gifts without letting them fall into the hands of a competitor. Retention has become an important part of reward planni

ng, not only to attract rewards but also to retain rewards, mainly by keeping employees satisfied with the work. Content   

retention, strategy, IT commitment, competence, job satisfaction Brief Analysis If senior members of the organization resi

gn, its survival cannot be resolved.  
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INTRODUTION TO THE STUDY 

It is important for the organization to retain valuable employees who support the organization and contribute to its work. The orga

nization needs dedicated employees who are honest and work hard to achieve the organization's goals. Each guild invests time an

d plutocracy in preparing the new entrant, getting him ready for work, and putting him on an equal footing with the workers. Whe

n employees leave their jobs after completing their training, the organization is completely frustrated. Holding hands takes into ac

count various measures taken to increase the length of time a person stays in an organization.  

Definition  

According to Les McKeon, sustainability is defined as "the problem of business owners creating and maintaining an environment 

that supports existing employees to continue their activities by developing programs and practices that meet their diverse needs". 

Similar improvements may involve damage. Visitors, business and ethics… Plus, the heavy costs of networking to get back to the 

top, referrals, referrals, research, and time spent recruiting and training new people.  

The Qualities and Importance of Handling  

1. Recruitment is not an easy process and finally sendto someone in charge of the development team to determine if it is correct.

 Finding the right candidate is a timeconsuming process  

2. The organization spends time and money ensuring that the person is safe, ready to work, and understands the business 

culture. The company must work hard to train him so that he can improve in every way. Quickly removing a person from an orga

nization is a complete disaster for time and chaebol. HR had to restart the breeding process for the same office, which nearly doub

led the work. Finding the right hand for an organization is a tedious task, and all the sweat is wasted when you let go of the right h

and. 

 3. When an existing organization ends, it is more likely to join competitors. 

suitable for new bones. People bring all the important information, data and statistics to the new organization and sometimes shar

e the secrets of the old organization. To avoid a similar situation, the new participant must sign a document that prevents him fro

m transmitting the information when he leaves the organization. Strict policies must be in place to prevent employees from joinin

g competitors. This is a great way to retain employees. 

 4. Employees who work longer hours are more familiar with company plans and guidelines, so they are more flexible and p

erform better than those who change jobs frequently. Employees who have been in an organization for a long time know it well an

d can contribute well.  

5. Everyone needs time to adjust to others. It takes time for a person to get to know their members, befriend them, and eventual

ly trust them. Organizations always work when people work together and create products that benefit everyone. Alignment issues 

arise when new people replace existing hands. Everyone finds it wonderful to have a good relationship with others. Once you've 
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made friends with someone from the hand, it's hard for staff to treat the new guy and most importantly trust him. Comparing the n

ew employee to the old employee and always finding his fault is fatal. 

 6. It has been found that people who have been in the community for a longer period of time are more motivated to work 

and participate in the community and derive more benefits from the community, thus having a higher unity with the commu

nity. They rarely harm their organizations and always support order. For them, cooperation comes first and all other influences are

 secondary.  

7.The organization must retain valuable employees. Every organization needs talented employees who are hardworking and ab

le to produce ideas and different products. No organization can survive if all the top players leave. It is important to retain employ

ees who work hard and deserve the system.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

➢ To study the conceptual framework of retention 

➢ To study the strategies adopted by various IT Companies in India to retain the best talent 

➢ To suggest new strategies to retain the employees 

 

   RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This job research is based on secondary data. Information is gathered from books, company manuals, periodicals, periodicals and 

training materials.  

 

Literature Review  

In the IT industry Cognizant has launched a stamp reform grant, the first initiative in the IT industry in recent years.Currently, it h

as been distributed to 40,000 skilled workers. The move is to encourage employees to develop and develop their skills.  

 

Sense's global COO, James Lennox, told that the world's reliance on technology is growing and the digital narrative is expanding t

o include new technologies and skills. One reason for the attractive price is the disposal problem in Cognizant's nearest mines. Its 

annual waste in the first quarter of 2018 was 20.3% higher than in the regular quarter. The Times of India, September 11, 2018) In

fosys says it admits it's experiencing two to four times as many employee losses as IT trendsetter Pravin Rao COO said. Source:  

The Economic Times, July 17, 2018) 

 

New employees will decide whether to stay on the job within their first six months of employment. Employers and HR profession

als underestimate the impact of high staff turnover rates" (source: The Economic Times, July 17, 2018) Lines of Business, 23 July

 2018)  

 

Retention Model  

Figure 1 
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EMPLOYEE RETENTION MODELS 

 

 
 

Indicator Model The following model shows job satisfaction videlicet staff retention price, price per order, voluntary growth, volu

ntary development, etc.  

It shows ten key factors such as: These factors relate to reducing growth and improving employee retention.  

1. Employee retention rate  

2. Retention rate per category  

3. Voluntary turnover  

4.  Involuntary turnover  

5. Employee Satisfaction rate  

6. Average employee tenure  

7. Cost of employee turnover  

8. Engagement score  

9. Job satisfaction  

10. Flight risk  

 

EMPLOYEE RETENTION STRATEGIES 

Positive Work Environment 

IT workers rank for retention, according to a survey by the American Electronics Association. Other aspects of a good workplace 

include flexible hours, a respectful environment, and a relaxed dress code.  

Psychometric tests 

 Random psychological testing of a group of employees before the decision to resign has been shown to be a good way to underst

and the satisfied feelings of employees.  

Compensation and Benefits 

 Competitive pay is the fact that IT staff stay or leave. But other benefits can improve your grip. Human resources consulting firm

 McConnell points to stock options, Lagniappes, the newvacations, family vacation, and the introduction of medical and dental car

e as factors that enable IT staff to cope.Similar to monthly plans, non – monetary cost  have 

also been identified as factors that increase job satisfaction and motivation. 

Workforce Engagement and Competence Development  

IT professionals must engage with personal leadership, expertise, purpose, achievement and more. Continuous improvement in IT

 is a key strategy for keeping employees with the company longer. For many groups of people, no change matters. Everyone has a

 life outside of work, and people's nationalities and expectations change over time. That's why IT businesses run programs to help 

people be happy at work and at work.  

Opportunities for Advancement  

 ITProfessionals are more likely to stay with a company and more likely to leave what they perceive as "dead end streets" if they b

elieve they have an opportunity for advancement. Companies that promote internal employees often retain more employees than c

ompanies that traditionally hire outsiders to fill top jobs.  

Conclusion  

The protection process is not an easy task. There are many tactics and strategies that the organization uses to hold hands. These id

eas are taught to increase hand satisfaction, improve hand morale, and achieve hand holding.  
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